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 NATO's Nuclear Strategy1

 BEATRICE HEUSER

 With the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and the collapse of the Soviet Union, we
 have come to a turning point, perhaps the most important turning point, in the
 short but complex history of nuclear strategy. The Cold War is now history, albeit

 the sort of history that we will be living with for a long time yet. It is therefore time

 to review the policies and strategies of the Cold War in a historical perspective. In
 this essay, it is NATO's nuclear strategy during the Cold War that will be the
 subject of such a review.2

 Since the end of the First World War it has no longer been conceivable for any of
 the Western democracies to start a war, or even engage in any serious rearmament,

 without feeling threatened fairly directly. The Western democracies, in their
 defence planning, were thus mainly reactive. The same could be said for the
 development of their defence strategy, and equally, their nuclear strategy, both of

 which were a function of the perception of a threat. NATO itself was created in
 1949/50 as reaction to a political, but above all a steadily growing military threat,
 perceived by the West as emanating from the Soviet Union and its satellite states. At
 the latest since 1949, but really all along until the treaty on the reduction of the
 Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) of November 1990 (and its successor treaties
 with the heirs of the Soviet empire), the West3 felt numerically inferior to the
 conventional forces of the Eastern Bloc. NATO's perception of an imbalance of

 1 I want to thank Professors Helga Haftendorn, Robert O'Neill and John Baylis for their
 constructive criticism, and Dr Christoph Bluth and Dr Cyril Buffet, with whose help I obtained access
 to documents in the collection of the Nuclear History Program in Bonn (thereafter NHP Bonn). The
 research for this article was made possible by the S SRC-Mac Arthur Foundation Program for Inter
 national Peace and Security. A German version will be published shortly in ?sterreichische Milit?rzeit
 schrift.

 2 Sources remain a problem, but much is now available by way of internal government documents
 up to the early 1960s in British, German and American archives, and even further, in the latter case,
 through Congressional hearings, etc. This paper necessarily is slanted towards these countries as few, if
 any, other governments have released relevant documents. It is pathetic that NATO still has not decided
 to release early documentation: we now know more about Warsaw Pact meetings, strategy and
 perceptions of NATO strategy than from NATO itself about its own work.

 3 The terms 'West' and 'Western' are used here as a shorthand for 'from all NATO member states

 to whose documents I have had access or about whose policies and perceptions something is known
 through other sources'. It has been used in preference to 'NATO' as NATO policy formulation takes
 place first and foremost on the level of national governments. I have adopted it to save space.

 Contemporary European History, 4, 1 (1994), pp. 37-66
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 conventional forces was recognised to be realistic by the asymmetric reductions
 conceded by Moscow in the CFE Treaty.

 Thus, in the beginning was the threat. The threat itself was not entirely static, and

 NATO strategy to some extent had to adapt to take changes into account. Western
 perceptions of this threat were a function of Western contacts with the Soviet
 empire and its tools ? supposed or real. The fruitless negotiations with Soviet
 representatives in the Allied Control Council, the UN's Security Council, in dis
 armament negotiations, the persecution of dissidents within the Soviet orbit and the

 enforced insulation of its populations against Western media influences, the bloody
 battles with Communist groups in Greece and Malaya and with Communist-led
 forces in Korea and later in Vietnam, all influenced Western perceptions of this threat.

 Another aspect of this threat was technological progress on the part of the enemy.

 But military technology is Janus-faced: there is the threatening face of a major
 innovation on the side of the enemy, and the reassuring one of progress on one's
 own side.

 There were also other factors influencing NATO strategy, such as that of
 Western financial and economic constraints on resources. In societies with a high

 standard of living, manpower is expensive, and planners in most NATO member
 states were thus convinced that the West would lose if it sought to meet the man
 power strengths of the totalitarian USSR and its satellites on a one-to-one ratio.4

 Moreover, conscription was very unpopular in the UK and also in the US, and even
 more so, the despatch of conscript forces to far-away theatres of war, as the Korean
 and Vietnam Wars were to demonstrate. This factor, too, was of crucial importance.

 Finally, there was the influence of 'metastrategic' factors: political aims and
 ambitions, which have little or nothing to do with the perception of a threat or with
 economic limitations, but which nevertheless weigh heavily in Western thinking on

 nuclear strategy. These, roughly, were the main factors influencing the development
 of NATO strategy, factors which at different times had different degrees of importance.

 Threat Perception

 The most important factor was the perception of a Soviet threat. NATO leaders'
 interpretations of the Soviet Communist threat did indeed change during the
 post-war period.5 Yet their view of the Communist system they were confronting
 did not fluctuate very significantly, and thus, in turn, their perception of the threat

 changed only within certain limits.
 One could hardly expect defence planners in NATO states to rely exclusively on

 the Soviet rhetoric of peaceful intentions: this opponent, with his opaque,
 unpredictable and authoritarian decision-making system,6 soon had at his disposal

 4 With the exception of the Netherlands, see Jan Willem Honig, Defense Policy in the North Atlantic
 Alliance: The Case of the Netherlands (New York: Prager Publishers, 1993).

 5 See e.g. the contributions in Carl-Christoph Schweitzer, ed., The Changing Western Analysis of
 the Soviet Threat (London: Pinter, 1990).

 6 For a discussion of Western perceptions, see Beatrice Heuser, 'Stalin as Hitler's Successor:
 Western Interpretations of the Soviet Threat', in Beatrice Heuser & Robert O'Neill, eds, Securing Peace
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 weapons which could be made ready for launch within hours and which could hit
 any target within the NATO area in a few minutes. Western defence planning thus
 rested largely on the following considerations, formulated in the spring of 1950 by

 US security planners. They noted that one had to prepare for any contingency, even

 a bolt-from-the-blue surprise attack, because 'A police state living behind an iron
 curtain has an enormous advantage in maintaining the necessary security and
 centralization of decision required to capitalize on this advantage'.7

 At the risk of undue generalisation,8 one can see a similar reference to the
 unpredictability of the Soviet r?gime, expressed by the West German Minister of
 Defence, Gerhard Schr?der, in May 1965: 'the military capabilities of the potential
 opponent are more suitable as a basis for our long-term force planning than his
 purported intentions, which could be subject to sudden changes'.9

 While Stalin was alive, one of the main worries in the West was that he would

 attempt to increase the sway of his rule with the same 'salami tactics' employed by
 Hitler in the 1930s, and it was thought that the Western alliances, strengthened by

 the US nuclear arsenal, were keeping Stalin in check.10 After Stalin's death there was

 a noticeable decrease of tension, but the Soviet military potential continued to
 grow, particularly in its nuclear dimension. Khrushchev's nuclear sabre-rattling at
 the time of the Suez crisis was felt very acutely in Paris and London. Nor did the
 following Second Berlin Crisis show a Khrushchev over-awed or intimidated by

 Western nuclear weapons. In addition came the false reports of a Soviet numeric
 superiority in long-range bombers (the 'Bomber Gap'), the Sputnik shock of 1957,
 proving the USSR's technological advance over America, leading to the fear of a
 'Missile Gap', followed by the first human space trip performed by the Soviet

 Kosmonaut Yuri Gagarin in 1961. The Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962 again seemed to
 prove the self-confidence of the Soviet leadership in confronting the Western
 military bloc.

 The ensuing period of d?tente was marred by the continuing trickle of infor
 mation from East to West, indicating that the Warsaw Pact's 'defensive' strategy
 was not defensive by Western standards. As early as 1948 Stalin had begun to rearm
 the Eastern European countries, partly in direct breach of the conditions imposed
 upon them in the peace treaties. The conventional build-up of the Soviet orbit was
 already seen as threatening in the West by the time the Korean War broke out in
 1950. Under Khrushchev there was a temporary decrease in the USSR's conven

 in Europe, 1945-62 (London: Macmillan, 1992); and idem, 'NSC 68 and the Soviet Threat: A New
 Perspective on Western Threat Perception and Policy Making', Review of International Studies (there
 after RIS), Vol. 17 (1991).

 7 NSC 68, Section VIII.3, printed in Thomas Etzold and John Lewis Gaddis, Containment:
 Documents on American Policy and Strategy, 1945-1950 (thereafter Etzold and Gaddis, Containment) (New
 York: Columbia University Press, 1978), 416.

 8 Differences between various national perceptions, e.g. for the US and Britain, can be found. See
 John Baylis, Ambiguity and Deterrence: The United Kingdom and Nuclear Weapons, 1945-1963 (thereafter
 Baylis, Ambiguity) (Oxford: Oxford University Press), forthcoming.

 9 'Aufgabenstellung und Arbeit der Defense Planning Working Group', 3 May 1965, Doc.
 no. 153, NHP Bonn.

 10 See n. 6.
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 tional force strength, but from a Western perspective this was amply compensated

 for by Soviet nuclear weapons production. Thus the West German Defence
 Minister Schr?der explained in May 1965:

 Our thinking with regard to NATO defence planning is based on the assumption that the
 threat posed by the potential adversary in Europe has not decreased. On the contrary, we
 think that the combat power of the armed forces of the Soviet Union and the Satellites has
 been increased through the integration of tactical atomic weapons in their large combat
 units.11

 In just the same vein we read in the British Defence White Paper of 1983:

 While . . . there is no evidence that the Soviet Union is planning any immediate attack on
 the West, it is plain that we and our NATO Allies cannot afford to base our defence on the
 assumption that the Soviet leadership are essentially benevolent and concerned only with
 the Soviet Union's security. . . .12

 Similar passages can be found in other British White Papers and in relevant
 publications of NATO governments on both sides of the Atlantic until well into
 Gorbachev's time in office.13

 Indeed, time and again evidence reached the West concerning the military
 planning of the Eastern Bloc, indicating that all Warsaw Pact operations, even the
 supposedly 'defensive' operations, would have taken place on NATO or neutral
 territory in the event of war. This pattern persisted until after Mikhail Gorbachev

 had come to power and imposed a review of the basic assumptions of Warsaw Pact
 military doctrine. Only then were there Warsaw Pact exercise plans which can
 honestly be described as reactive, i.e. defensive.14

 Nevertheless, on the whole Western experts on the Soviet Union had already
 concluded during the last year of Stalin's life that the leaders of the Kremlin were
 unlikely to start a world war deliberately.15 Increasingly, this view was shared by

 Western defence planners, so that it came to be thought in the West that a World
 War was most likely to break out because of a misunderstanding, as a result of a
 miscalculation or by accident. At the height of the first 'thaw' in the Cold War,
 during the Geneva conference, Harold Macmillan, then British Foreign Secretary,
 concluded that the Soviets did not want war, because they must know that war was

 an absurd option now that nuclear weapons existed.16 The plan for NATO force
 structures MC 70, which was discussed in the North Atlantic Council's Military

 Committee in March 1958, summarised the perception of the enemy as follows:

 11 'Aufgabenstellung und Arbeit der Defense Planning Working Group', 3 May 1965, Doc.
 no. 153, NHP Bonn, my translation.

 12 Statement on Defence (British Defence White Paper) Cmnd. 8951 (London: HMSO, 1983).
 13 See for example 'National Security Strategy of the United States', signed by Ronald Reagan

 (Washington DC, the White House, Jan. 1987), 6-7.
 14 Beatrice Heuser, 'Warsaw Pact Military Doctrine: Findings in the East German Archives',

 Comparative Strategy, Vol. 12, no. 4 (1993).
 15 See n. 6 and GSP 1952.
 16 Harold Macmillan, Tides of Fortune: Memoirs, 1945-1955 (London: Macmillan, 1969), 622.
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 - Milit. threat increases. Great progress of SU re. modern weapons systems.
 - Likelihood of a 'major' war decreases, in as far as it would be deliberately triggered by the SU
 to achieve its goals.

 Possibility of local actions ? including incursions or infiltration ? carries increasing importance, if
 the Soviets should think NATO not sufficiently prepared for defence and thus the risk of an
 escalation to major war small. The execution of such an operation by satellites ? with or
 without Sov. support - is also conceivable.
 - Miscalculations, chain reactions or overreactions, leading to major war, must however be taken
 into consideration}1

 We find a similar assessment in a brief prepared for the Minister of Defence of the

 German Federal Republic in June 1963:

 We agree with the US perception that a major war, fought with all nuclear forces, is
 becoming increasingly unlikely in the foreseeable future, as
 a) the continuously increasing destructive power of nuclear weapons is already large enough
 today to inflict damages on both world powers on a scale that would mortally threaten the
 existence of these states;

 b) the Soviets, too, are making the bases of their intercontinental missiles invulnerable.
 Therefore they will be less and less in a position in future where they will feel compelled to
 be the first to launch their weapons.
 The question whether, how and where the Soviets might start limited wars is thus in the
 centre of our joint deliberations today.18

 As we shall see, this interpretation of Soviet intentions was crucial for the logic of

 NATO's defence strategy. Already from 1956 the big question was how to respond
 to limited attacks, incursions or infiltrations by Warsaw Pact forces, and at what
 level of aggression NATO should deem that this was a 'major' war, calling for a
 nuclear response.

 The next logical step was the question of how to use nuclear deterrence also to
 prevent attacks on a less than 'major' level, so that one might prevent the outbreak

 of any (not just major) hostilities. The problem with this approach was always that
 threatening nuclear retaliation for a less than all-out attack might be regarded as an

 empty bluff, or else might be seen as unnecessarily provocative and aggressive.

 Chronological Overview

 These dilemmas, which will be examined more systematically, formed some of the
 main threads of the warp and weft of NATO's strategy. To avoid a confusion of
 terminology and dates, it is useful here to insert a brief chronology.

 This first document of North Atlantic Treaty strategy that is in the public domain

 predates the formation of the Organisation of the North Atlantic Treaty itself. On
 1 December 1949, the 'North Atlantic Defence Committee' (precursor of NATO's

 17 Summary by the BMVg, 'Sprechzettel fur Sitzung des Bundesverteidigungs-Rats am
 25.3.1958, hier: Unterrichtung ?ber Document MC 70 (Entwurf), 20 Mar. 1958, Doc. no. 23, NHP
 Bonn, emphasis in the original.

 18 'Sprechzettel f?r Herrn Minister zum Besuch Pr?sident Kennedys', 21 June 1963, Doc. no. 139,
 NHP Bonn, emphasis in the original.
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 Defence Committee) on i December 1949 adopted a 'Strategic Concept for the
 Defence of the North Atlantic Area' (or DC 6/1). It basically described a Western
 response to a Soviet attack in terms of American strategic air-borne nuclear attacks,

 brought to bear on major industrial and static military targets in the Soviet Union.

 Meanwhile (mainly West European) ground forces would seek to 'arrest and
 counter as soon as practicable the enemy offensives'.19

 While DC 6/1 does not give any further details, it is clear from other plans drawn

 up in Washington and London at the time that American and British planners
 expected the USSR to start a war both on the ground and with a strategic air
 bombardment (including nuclear bombs, as they became available to Moscow, but
 this was not yet spelled out).20 In response to this aggression (whether with or
 without Soviet nuclear weapons), the US would immediately have launched a
 strategic nuclear bombardment against the attacking USSR. De facto this meant

 militarily evacuating Continental Europe and attempting a liberation later, once the
 strategic nuclear offensive had taken its toll of Soviet strength, on the model of the
 Second World War.21 For convenience, this earliest form of North Atlantic
 Strategy might be called that of immediate strategic nuclear response against a conven
 tional attack.

 The first Soviet atomic test and the outbreak of the Korean War led the United

 States and Britain, followed by the other Atlantic Pact countries, to review this
 strategy. In 1950, the US National Security Council's policy paper NSC 68, the
 British Global Strategy Paper (GSP) and the formation of the military organisation
 and thus of NATO, then in 1952 the new conventional force goals and the
 admission of Greece and Turkey to the Alliance agreed in Lisbon, and finally the
 decision in principle to bring West Germany into the Western defence system, are
 all reflections of this new slant to NATO strategy.22 This might be labelled Massive

 Conventional Force Build-up plus the retention of a nuclear edge by developing the
 hydrogen bomb. For European strategy this meant strengthening the conventional
 ground forces in Europe to enable them to stop Soviet-cwm-Satellite aggression in
 Central Europe (and not only on the Channel and Gibraltar), while the American

 19 Foreign Relations of the United States (thereafter FRUS), 1949, iv (Washington DC: US
 Government Printing Office, 1975), 352-8.

 20 Incidentally, a reasonable assumption about Soviet strategy in the 1950s for general war, see
 Raymond Garthoff, Soviet Strategy in the Nuclear Age, rev. ed. (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1962),
 passim.

 21 See, for example, the US short-range emergency plan DOUBLESTAR of 21 June 1948,
 JCS 1844/10, on microfilm no. 63 in Liddell Hart Archives, King's College London (thereafter
 LHA-MF); Anthony Cave Brown, ed., Operation World War III: The Secret American Plan 'DROP
 SHOT for War with the Soviet Union, 1957 (London: Arms & Armour Press, 1979), for DROPSHOT,
 dating from 31 Jan. and 19 Dec. 1949. For the December version, after the first Soviet nuclear test, see
 LHA-MF 65, JCS 1920/5. See also 'Short-term Strategic Concept and Emergency War Plan as Related
 to the North Atlantic Pact, OFFTACKLE', LHA-MF38, JSPC 876/38, 7 Sep. 1949, and 'Strategic

 Guidance for the Initiation of Regional Planning', LHA-MF39, JCS 1868/136, 25 Oct. 1949; and
 'Implications of Soviet Possession of Atomic Weapons', US National Archives, CCS 471.6 USSR
 (11-8-49) Sec. 2, JCS 2081/1, 13 Feb. 1950.

 22 The 'NATO Strategic Guidance', MC 14/1, 9 Dec. 1952, possibly also still revolves around this
 strategic concept.
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 strategic air offensive was under way. The hope was to effect a 'forward defence' of
 NATO territory. Outside Europe, it meant that local, conventional aggression
 would be met symmetrically with conventional forces, aiming at a limitation of the
 war to that local theatre.

 The third phase of NATO strategy was ushered in by the British, beginning with
 a first d?marche in 1952 after the formulation of their second Global Strategy Paper.

 Having reached the conclusion that the Massive Conventional Build-up and the
 symmetrical response were too costly for their economy, the British Government

 urged a review which would have put more emphasis on deterrence of war by the
 threat of using nuclear weapons than on fighting it. This concept made its way into

 American thinking in the following year and into NATO thinking with MC 48 of
 22 November 195423 and became known as NATO's 'New Look' or the strategy of
 'Massive Retaliation'. It is commonly associated with the US Secretary of State

 John Foster Dulles who publicised this threat of assymetrical responses with nuclear

 reprisals) even in wars outside Europe in his famous New York Council on
 Foreign Relations speech on 12 January 1954.24

 This shift in strategy was also related to the evolution of technology. In April
 1953 an important innovation entered the picture: an atomic weapon with relatively
 low explosive power (by nuclear standards) was successfully tested in the Nevada

 Desert.25 This opened up a new possibility for the use of nuclear weapons, that is, in
 relative proximity to one's own forces, within the range of one's own tactical
 airforce, in support of the battle itself. Thus the 1950s witnessed the development
 and deployment by the United States of a range of ballistic missiles ('Honest John',
 'Corporal', 'Davy Crocket') and projectiles, which could be employed for distances
 of a few dozen to a few hundred kilometres. Targets would have been known
 transport nodes in relative proximity to the battlefield and advancing enemy troop

 concentrations, as far as they could be identified in time. At the same time tactical air

 forces could drop such small-yield weapons above enemy troop concentrations,
 which created new possibilities for fighting a war such as the Korean War with less

 manpower. It was above all with the consideration of replacing manpower through
 nuclear firepower that the United States introduced this form of nuclear weapons.

 Talking in public about nuclear use without differentiating between strategic
 and battlefield use was designed to increase nuclear deterrence by blurring the
 differences.

 The result of this shift from 'Massive Conventional Build-up' to 'Massive
 Retaliation' was that the measures initiated during the former phase came to
 overlap and clash with contrary measures initiated in the latter phase. In concrete
 terms, it was decided during the phase of'Massive Conventional Build-up' to admit

 23 'The Most Effective Pattern of NATO Military Strength for the Next Few Years'.
 24 'The Evolution of Foreign Policy', printed in Philip Bobbitt, Lawrence Freedman and Gregory

 Treverton, eds, US Nuclear Strategy: A Reader (thereafter Bobbitt et al, Nuclear Strategy) (London:
 Macmillan, 1989), 122?30.

 25 Robert Osgood, NATO: The Entangling Alliance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962),
 107.
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 West Germany into the Western defence system in return for a pledge to raise an
 army of up to 500,000 men. When they finally set about creating the Bundeswehr,

 after a delay of five years caused by the abortive European Defence Community
 (EDC) interlude, the Americans were busy planning how they could scale down
 their forces in Europe again by replacing them with battlefield nuclear weapons. In
 1956 this led to the 'Radford Plan' crisis in German?American relations and much

 German incomprehension. For just as West German Chancellor Adenauer had
 persuaded his Parliament to agree to the constitution of a West German army on the

 grounds that large armies were needed to keep the Soviets at bay, a newspaper leak
 in Washington indicated that Admiral Arthur Radford (Chairman of the US Joint
 Chiefs of Staff) wanted to reduce US forces in Europe and to substitute greater fire

 power (tactical nuclear weapons) for manpower. This conveyed the impression to
 many Germans that the Bundeswehr would be 'cannon fodder'.26

 The British, too, were eager to cut down their ground forces in Germany and to
 abandon conscription. In view of West German opposition to British conventional
 force reductions, the British ushered in a further review of NATO strategy in 1956,

 which they hoped would produce the result contained in the 1957 British Defence
 White Paper (which they developed at the same time on a national level). The first
 'Sandys White Paper' (after Duncan Sandys, the Defence Minister) adopted key
 elements of the British Global Strategy Paper of 1952 which, as noted above,
 was a big step towards the strategy of deterrence through the threat of 'Massive
 Retaliation'. Britain herself did not have operational stocks of nuclear bombs of her
 own until late 1956/7, when it began to make sense to base her national strategy on

 the concepts of the GSP 1952. In 1957, then, the British Government (despite
 internal controversies) initiated a reduction of British conventional forces in
 Germany and announced the end of conscription for 1961.27

 The result of the NATO strategy review of 1956/7, however, was not quite what
 its British initiators had hoped for. The NATO partners agreed that the major war
 in which nuclear weapons were to be used was not the most likely contingency;
 rather, NATO's main concern was to counter aggression on a smaller scale. In West
 Germany there was one pronounced strand of thinking at the time that argued for
 stronger conventional defences for such contingencies, to avoid escalation to nuclear

 war by default.28 As a result, the Political Directive of December 1956 and the
 ensuing strategy document MC 14/2 of 6 April 1957 listed a number of different
 contingencies for which NATO might have to plan.

 This was not what the budget-conscious Eisenhower and Macmillan govern
 ments had hoped for. Nor was it what the majorities in their military establishments
 wanted to hear. The American and British military, it seems, and above all

 26 See Catherine McArdle Kelleher, Germany and the Politics of Nuclear Weapons (New York:
 Columbia University Press, 1975), 33-56.

 27 'Defence: Outline of Future Policy', (London: HMSO, 1957), Cmnd. 124.
 28 Christian Greiner, 'Die milit?rische Eingliederung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland in die

 WEU und die NATO 1954 bis 1957', in Hans Ehlert, Christian Greiner, Georg Meyer and Bruno
 Tho?, Anf?nge westdeutscher Sicherheitspolitik, Die NATO-Option (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1993), 705-6.
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 SACEUR General Gruenther, refused to initiate alternative planning for limited,
 i.e. non-nuclear, war with the Soviets, although other NATO members insisted
 that he should.29

 Thus MC 14/2, and the force structure document MC 70 ('Minimum Require
 ments for the Main Forces of NATO for the Period 1958?1963', approved 14
 March 1958), reflected an uneasy compromise. After Gruenther's departure and his
 replacement by General Norstad, more sympathetic to the wishes of the Continen
 tal Europeans, these documents could be interpreted to allow for more differen
 tiated reactions to Warsaw Pact aggression than merely nuclear response. As John

 Duffield has argued in an important piece of historical detective work, MC 14/2 and

 MC 70 are thus really the first documents laying the ground for a more 'Flexible
 Response', or, to avoid confusion with the label generally given to the later NATO
 document, what one might call 'Differentiated Responses'.30

 The resistance to any formulation of a variety of different contingency plans
 persisted in US military circles, however, and especially among the Strategic Air
 Command (SAC) planners, who put together the American Single Integrated
 Operations Plan (SIOP) for the release of strategic nuclear weapons. Thus until the
 early 1960s, the US SIOP had as its only option the simultaneous release of all US
 nuclear weapons on all assigned targets in the area of the Warsaw Pact. The
 planning for this was based on the assumption that World War III would start with

 an all-out strategic exchange of nuclear weapons. It was also assumed that the USSR
 would itself begin a war with just such a massive nuclear bombardment. And it was

 supposed that a sufficient number of US bombers and missiles could only reach their

 targets inside the area protected by Soviet air defences if all US forces penetrated
 Soviet air space simultaneously, thus satiating Soviet air defences. Therefore Presi
 dent Kennedy found at the time of the Cuban Missile Crisis that he only had two
 options to choose from: to unleash total nuclear war within a matter of minutes, or
 to yield to Khrushchev.31

 Kennedy and McNamara thus confronted the task, initially, not of changing
 NATO's strategy on paper, but of changing American operational strategy. Nor
 did some of their European Allies feel at the time that a change of strategy was
 necessary.32 Only the British wanted a strategy review, in order to provide an
 alternative to the proposal of a multilateral nuclear force which would have

 29 Ibid., 724, 736.
 30 John S. Duffield, 'The Evolution of NATO's Strategy of Flexible Response: A Reinterpre

 tation' (thereafter Duffield, 'Evolution'), Security Studies, Vol. 1, no. 1 (1991).
 31 David Alan Rosenberg, 'U.S. Nuclear War Planning, 1945-1960' (thereafter Rosenberg,

 'Planning'), in Desmond Ball and Jeffrey Richelson, eds, Strategic Nuclear Targeting (thereafter Ball and
 Richelson, Targeting) (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986); Scott D. Sagan, 'SIOP 62: the Nuclear
 War Plan Briefing to President Kennedy', International Security (thereafter IS), Vol. 12, no. 1 (1987);
 Desmond Ball, 'Development of the SIOP, 1960-1983', in Ball and Richelson, Targeting.

 32 Johannes Steinhoff and Reiner Pommerin, Strategiewechsel: Bundesrepublik und Nuklearstrategie in
 der ?ra Adenauer-Kennedy (thereafter Steinhoff and Pommerin, Strategiewechsel) (Baden Baden: Nomos,
 1992), 98.
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 included the British strategic forces.33 Kennedy and McNamara tried to push the
 interpretation of MC 14/2 in the direction of demanding more conventional forces

 on the ground, for which purpose in 1962/3 they tried to replace MC 70 on force
 structures (valid until 1963) with a new document, MC 100/1. This ran into massive

 European opposition. The French reacted so strongly that they eventually con
 ducted their own re-evaluation of NATO strategy, going back to a form of
 'Massive Retaliation' (at least on a declaratory level) for their national strategy, and

 finally withdrawing from the integrated military structure of NATO in 1966.
 By now McNamara under his new master, President Johnson, agreed with the

 British (who alone had been asking for a review since late i960), that some
 clarification of NATO strategy was necessary. The result of further prolonged
 negotiations was MC 14/3 of 16 January 1967, the 'Overall Strategic Concept for
 the Defence of the NATO Area'. This differed from MC 14/2 (Differentiated

 Responses) in that it opened the way not only for differentiation between nuclear
 and conventional responses, but also between different forms of nuclear response,

 and it seems to have incorporated the concept of escalation. No longer was NATO
 to plan a massive, simultaneous nuclear release in case even of large-scale aggression
 from the East, as further allowances were now made for miscalculation or accidental

 war. It is this document that has hitherto been regarded as the embodiment of
 'Flexible Response', albeit not the first one, as Duffield has convincingly demon
 strated.34 In order to distinguish it better from its precursor MC 14/2, one might

 speak about 'Flexible Escalation'.
 Perhaps the most important difference of perception underlying the shift from

 MC 14/2 to MC 14/3 was that at some stage between the adoptions of these two
 strategy papers, British, American and German defence planners ceased to think of a

 major war as one which would from the outset be accompanied by nuclear use on
 the part of the Soviet Union. More emphasis than ever was put in their evaluations

 on the assumption that major war could only arise from miscalculation (about
 NATO's determination to resist) or accident. That meant that, above all, a means
 had to be found to show to the Soviets that they had miscalculated NATO's willing
 ness to resist, perhaps by dramatically demonstrating NATO's seriousness through
 using nuclear weapons. With that purpose in mind, NATO might be the first to use
 nuclear weapons. NATO would therefore raise the level of the conflict, it would
 effect an escalation. But a deliberate escalation of the conflict by NATO had to be
 handled very delicately, presupposing different options and ? flexible application of
 nuclear weapons.

 MC 14/3 was flexible above all in that it was a compromise document, allowing
 all remaining members of the integrated structure of NATO to read into it what
 they wished to find there. The issue of exactly how and in what circumstances
 nuclear weapons should be used was left open. Instead, this question was referred to

 sub-committees of the North Atlantic Council, resulting in the drawing up of the

 33 Cf. Beatrice Heuser, 'Containing Uncertainty: Options for British Nuclear Strategy', RIS,
 Vol. 19, no. 3 (1993).

 34 Duffield, 'Evolution', passim.
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 'Provisional Political Guidelines for the Initial Defensive Tactical Use of Nuclear

 Weapons by NATO' of November 1969, or, the PPGs.35 These were only replaced
 in October 1986 by the more authoritative 'General Political Guidelines for the
 Employment of Nuclear Weapons in the Defence of NATO', or the GPGs.36 Both
 documents only went as far as to lay out conditions and purposes for first and
 follow-on use of nuclear weapons, not for the ultimate strategic bombardment
 which in NATO planning was retreating further and further in time from the
 beginning of any East-West war. Both the PPGs and the GPGs basically argued that

 nuclear weapons should be used first by NATO if necessary, even against a
 conventional attack, but with the purpose of achieving an armistice and thus of
 terminating the war, not of fighting it to a victory over the Warsaw Pact.

 'Flexible Response' in all its variations and ambiguity was finally superseded,
 after the end of the Cold War, by MC 400 of 7 November 1991,37 which in turn
 was accompanied by a new set of General Political Guidelines on the first use of
 nuclear weapons by NATO.

 Central Themes of NATO Strategy Thinking

 For a better understanding of the ideas underlying the shifts in NATO strategy it is

 helpful to transcend this chronology by looking at recurrent themes, or, certain
 recurrent leitmotifs. In NATO's nuclear debates we find two main themes, on which

 endless variations have been written. One could speak of two opposite themes, a
 theme stressing pure nuclear deterrence, and a theme stressing the need for more
 conventional forces, in which the latter is the inversion of the former. I will call the

 first the pure nuclear deterrence theme, the second the mixed conventional and nuclear
 deterrence theme. The interaction between these two themes resulted in the elabo

 ration of further themes. Among them two are the most important: one essentially a
 derivative of the pure nuclear deterrence theme taking into account some arguments
 of supporters of mixed conventional and nuclear deterrence, which I shall call the
 derivative of pure deterrence; another is essentially a derivative of the mixed conven
 tional and nuclear deterrence theme with some influence of the criticism put
 forward by the supporters of pure nuclear deterrence, and this I shall call the
 derivative of mixed deterrence.

 To be sure: all these themes were based on the hope that another world war could

 be avoided through nuclear deterrence, even though the opponent was intent on
 world conquest and world domination. In other words, the underlying assumption
 was that the Soviet leadership might risk a world war if it were not for the fact that

 35 J. Michael Legge, 'Theater Nuclear Weapons and the NATO Strategy of Flexible Response'
 (thereafter Legge, 'Weapons'), RAND Paper R-2964-FF (1983).

 36 Holger Mey, NA TO Strategie vor der Wende: Die Entwicklung des Verst?ndnisses nuklearer Macht
 im B?ndnis zwischen 1967 und 1990 (thereafter Mey, NATO Strategie) (Baden Baden: Nomos, 1992),
 70-1. For a translation of his summary of the GPGs, see Beatrice Heuser, 'European defence before and
 after the "Turn of the Tide"', RIS, Vol. 19, no. 3 (1993), 412-13.

 37 Summary published by NATO Press Service Communiqu? S-i(9i)85 of 7 Nov. 1991, 'The
 Alliance's New Strategic Concept'.
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 it was deterred by the fear of nuclear war. Here is the central paradox underlying all
 Western plans involving a nuclear defence posture: NATO was trying to threaten a
 nuclear war which NATO itself had to fear as much as the Soviet Union; how,
 then, could NATO credibly threaten to resort to nuclear use?

 The pure nuclear deterrence theme consisted of the argument that nuclear weapons

 existed, and the West was being threatened by a conventionally superior enemy also
 in command of nuclear forces. Should the enemy attack the West, NATO would
 have to use nuclear weapons in its defence, as its members could not afford
 financially to match the East's conventional forces symmetrically. Relying on
 conventional forces alone for its defence, NATO would soon have to surrender.

 Rather than surrender, it would resort to the use of nuclear weapons. If this were
 sufficiently well known to the enemy, the enemy would desist from attacking

 NATO in the first place, which was the desired result.
 The mixed conventional and nuclear deterrence theme (with a heavy emphasis on

 conventional defence capabilities), the antithesis of the pure deterrence theme,
 argued that pure nuclear deterrence was not credible, as it put before the West the
 choice between surrender or nuclear devastation, both of which would be equally
 unacceptable. Therefore, argued the proponents of mixed conventional and nuclear
 deterrence, there should be a third choice, the conventional defence of the West,

 which meant that NATO had to opt for a very comprehensive and expensive
 conventional forces build-up. Only thus, it was argued, could the enemy really be
 deterred from aggression, as he might otherwise be tempted to count on the
 self-deterrence of the West, at least in order to execute aggressive operations with
 limited territorial aims.

 Both concepts can be documented on both sides of the Atlantic already within
 the first decade after the invention of nuclear weapons. Both had a convincing inner

 logic:
 - on the one hand the West could not afford armed forces of the same size as those

 of the Warsaw Pact as their expense would have undermined the stability of
 Western democracy and would have unduly constrained Western freedom ? and
 freedom was after all what the West was committed to defend;

 - on the other hand the choice between all or nothing, between surrender or nuclear

 war, was a bluff, and could easily have been recognised as such by Moscow.

 The two derivatives, or the derivatives of pure deterrence and the derivative of
 mixed deterrence, resulted from the recognition of the logic in both arguments, but

 owed their different emphases to the differences of geostrategic interests existing
 between the two sides of the Atlantic.

 The derivative of pure nuclear deterrence was the refined, largely European version
 of the pure nuclear deterrence theme, arguing that any deterrence posture would have

 to continue to put the main emphasis on nuclear weapons. With some important
 exceptions38 one could say in general that, from the 1960s, a purely conventional

 38 Konrad Adenauer and his general inspector, Heusinger, in the mid-1950s, Helmut Schmidt,
 admittedly for different reasons, in the 1960s; the Dutch in the 1980s.
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 defence was unacceptable to the Europeans, just as the conventional destruction of
 Dresden was no more tolerable for the victims of such an attack than the destruction

 of Hiroshima. For the Europeans it was more credible to threaten the use of nuclear
 weapons, particularly their use as a last warning: whether it be in a conventional or a

 nuclear war, the Europeans were in danger of losing everything. The Europeans
 thus sought and found a solution, which could credibly threaten the use of nuclear

 weapons - initially selectively - in order to show that NATO was determined to
 defend itself. This solution nevertheless hinged on the hope that a war could be
 terminated before the ultimate escalation to a strategic nuclear exchange, as the
 enemy would realise that he had miscalculated, and would pause to reconsider his
 situation and, ideally, to negotiate a cease-fire.

 The derivative of mixed conventional and nuclear deterrence was the refined, mainly

 American version of the mixed deterrence theme. It was influenced very strongly
 by American geostrategic considerations: American cities would only be drawn into

 an East?West war if this war escalated to a strategic nuclear level. It was thus in the

 US interest to insulate the American continent against any war, and to limit
 hostilities to a non-nuclear level. Under considerable pressure from the Europeans,
 the Americans yielded somewhat and committed themselves to guidelines for the
 selective first use of nuclear weapons by NATO (as demanded by the Europeans
 under the derivative of pure nuclear deterrence), in the hope, that if at all, this
 measure would only be used very late, and only in order to terminate an East?West

 war, rather than as a first step towards unlimited nuclear escalation. The Europeans
 agreed with the Americans in hoping that this selective use of nuclear weapons
 would terminate any war. But the Americans continued to insist that NATO
 needed large conventional forces, so that the moment of nuclear first use could be

 put off for as long as possible, much longer, one is led to believe, than the Europeans
 would have thought tolerable.39

 Pure Nuclear Deterrence as Thrift

 The Second World War ended with the pure nuclear deterrence theme and with
 this thinking the post-war era began. The one actual use of nuclear weapons
 occurred not to deter, but to terminate the war, and in the hope that it would save
 the lives of American soldiers. On both scores, the hoped-for result was achieved.

 The way in which the two bombs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were used was the
 logical extension of the doctrine of area-bombardment, conceived by General
 Giulio Douhet, and adopted by both the Western and the German sides during the
 Second World War for compelling technical reasons. Large targets had been chosen
 for attack during the Second World War for simple practical reasons. These were
 then rationalised with the declared purpose of undermining enemy morale on the
 one hand and on the other hand of undermining his war effort through the

 39 The differences between the European and the US viewpoints are summarised succinctly in Ivo
 H. Daalder, The Nature and Practice of Flexible Response: NATO Strategy and Theatre Nuclear Forces since
 1967 (thereafter Daalder, Flexible Response) (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991), 40-6.
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 destruction of fuel reserves, the military industry and key depots, airports and
 transport nodes. In the same way, American Cold-War defence planning started

 with the identification of 'strategic targets' on enemy territory, the destruction of
 which would have weakened the Soviet war effort to the point of collapse. But until

 the time when the U-2 spy planes could identify new targets within the Soviet
 orbit, the West had to rely on known targets of large dimensions. 'HUMINT',
 intelligence provided by men rather than spy planes or radio intercepts, was only of
 limited value when it came to the geographical pin-pointing of new small-scale
 targets. Further, until the development of laser-guided munitions and missiles,
 precision bombing of Soviet targets by bomber aircraft became increasingly diffi
 cult in view of the steady improvements in Soviet air defences. The targets chosen
 by SAC were thus industrial complexes, oilfields and refineries, ports and airfields.

 The last-named were chosen with a view to destroying the Soviet strategic
 counter-strike capability.40 This was the strategy sketched briefly in DC 611 of late
 1949.41

 Yet the Cold War brought with it the hope that the horror of nuclear weapons
 would prevent the adversary from starting a war. Already in the overall Strategic
 Plan' of 1947, the British military planners noted: 'The supreme object of British
 policy is to prevent war, provided that this can be done without prejudicing our
 vital interests.'42 Similarly, the first defence concept of NATO stated that:

 The general objectives of the defensive concept are:
 a. To coordinate, in time of peace, our military and economic strength with a view to creating
 a powerful deterrent to any nation or group of nations threatening the peace, independence and
 stability of the North Atlantic family of nations.
 b. To develop plans, for use in the event of war, which will provide for the combined
 employment of military forces available to the North Atlantic nations to counter enemy
 threats, to defend and maintain the peoples and home territories of the North Atlantic Treaty
 nations and the security of the North Atlantic Treaty area.43

 The cardinal task was thus deterrence, the second was defence, in case deterrence
 failed.

 The technical innovation of small-yield nuclear weapons led to a very important
 new option: to use nuclear weapons to increase NATO's firepower and thus to
 offset the enemy's conventional superiority. This option was becoming available as

 Western governments felt the pressing need to reduce their defence budgets. At the

 same time, the Korean War and the French experiences in Indochina demonstrated
 that the Cold War did not mean a universal or global absence of war.

 40 Rosenberg, 'Planning', 35-56. For a discussion of British thinking - and the British were at the
 time the only Europeans who had thoughts on this matter - see Alan Macmillan, 'British Atomic
 Strategy, 1945?52', in John Baylis and Alan Macmillan, eds, The Foundations of British Nuclear Strategy,
 1945-1960 (thereafter Macmillan 'Strategy'), International Politics Research Papers, No. 12 (Aberyst

 wyth: University College of Wales, 1992), 41-5.
 41 See n. 19.
 42 Julian Lewis, Changing Direction: British Military Planning for Post-war Strategic Defence, 1942

 1947 (London: Sherwood Press, 1988), 371.
 43 D.C. 6/1, FRUS 1949, iv. 354, my emphasis.
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 Thus a new policy was conceived in the marriage of budget cuts and the shift of
 emphasis onto nuclear deterrence. As noted above, it was Churchill's Staff Chiefs in
 Britain who initiated this policy with their Global Strategy Paper of 1952,44
 followed, on British advice and under the influence of the Korean experience, by the
 US Eisenhower Administration,45 and finally by NATO itself.46 In very concrete
 terms, it was the small-yield, battlefield nuclear forces, which were supposed to
 enable NATO to fend off an enemy assault, offsetting the attackers' expected
 numeric superiority with increased, because nuclear, firepower. But again there was

 the hope that the loudly proclaimed intention to use nuclear weapons (even if in a
 limited, battle-field way only) would deter the enemy and would prevent the
 outbreak even of limited wars outside Europe. In this way deterrence, which was
 protecting Europe from war, was supposed to be extended to other areas of the
 world, particularly North-east and South-east Asia.47

 This explicit emphasis on deterrence, proclaimed in conjunction with the sup
 posed readiness to use nuclear weapons outside Europe, regardless of whether the
 enemy owned nuclear weapons, became known as the strategy of 'Massive Retali
 ation'. Pierre Mend?s France, French Minister of Foreign Affairs at the time,
 thought that this strategy meant 'the unconditional and instantaneous use by the

 Western powers of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons in case of Soviet attack'.48

 But this strategy was largely a bluff, as became clear only four months after its

 proclamation, when the Eisenhower Administration proved unwilling to use
 nuclear weapons in support of their French allies caught in the humiliating siege and
 later defeat of Dien Bien Phu.49 Almost immediately after it had been formulated in

 rather exaggerated terms by John Foster Dulles in January 1954,50 he was forced to
 retract some of his claims in the second, published version of his talk.51

 The problem of credibility in view of the choice between the alternatives of a

 44 With the 'Global Strategy Paper' of 1952, see Macmillan, 'Strategy', 52?3; John Baylis and Alan
 Macmillan, 'The British Global Strategy Paper of 1952', Journal of Strategic Studies (thereafter JSS),
 Vol. 16, no. 2 (June 1993), 200-26.

 45 Robert A. Wampler, 'From Lisbon to M.C. 48: the United States, Great Britain, and the "New
 Look" in NATO, 1952-1954', paper presented at the conference, 'The United States and West European
 Security, 1950-1955: Strategic Concerns, Diplomatic Restraints and the Question of Neutralism',
 Harvard University, Dec. 1987.

 46 With MC 48 'Most Effective Pattern of NATO Military Strength for the Next Few Years',
 adopted by the North Atlantic Council in Paris on 18 Dec. 1954. Not yet declassified. For a discussion of
 this document, see FRUS, 1952-4, v. 1 (Washington DC: US Government Printing Office, 1983),
 524-5, 536-8, 557-9, and Wampler, 'From Lisbon to M.C. 48'.

 47 For the Asian background to the policy of 'Massive Retaliation', see Rosemary J. Foot,
 'Nuclear Coercion and the Ending of the Korean Conflict', IS, Vol. 13, no. 3 (1988/9); Roger Dingman,
 'Atomic Diplomacy during the Korean War', ibid.; Daniel Calingaert, 'Nuclear Weapons and the

 Korean War'JSS, Vol. 11, no. 2 (1988).
 48 Documents Diplomatiques Fran?ais 21 July-31 Dec. 1954 (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1987),

 no. 399, 819, 20 Nov. 1954.
 49 Greg Herring and Richard Immermann, ' "Le jour o? nous ne sommes pas entr?s en guerre" -

 la politique am?ricaine de Di?n Bien Phu: un r?examen', in Denise Artaud and Lawrence Kaplan, Di?n
 Bien Phu: L'Alliance atlantique et la d?fense du Sud-Est asiatique (Lyon: La Manufacture, 1989).

 50 Printed in Bobbit et al, Nuclear Strategy, 122-30.
 51 John Foster Dulles, 'Policy for Security and Peace', Foreign Affairs, Vol. 32, no. 3 (1954), 353-64.
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 nuclear holocaust and surrender was not quite as large if the defence of the United
 States itself against a Soviet nuclear attack was at issue. Every individual nuclear
 weapons-owning state can perhaps threaten credibly that it would prefer to go
 down in a nuclear G?tterd?mmerung rather than surrender its freedom. Successive
 British governments argued until 196152 and French governments at least until
 199153 that for their national defence the strategy of Massive Retaliation was the

 only credible option.
 But the question as to whether Washington would really be prepared to risk the

 incineration of the US homeland in defence of Western Europe arose at the latest
 when America came within reach of the range of Soviet bombers and missiles. This

 moment was foreseen by some from the very beginning of the nuclear age.54

 The Mixed Conventional and Nuclear Deterrence Theme: Conventional
 Defence as Realism

 Consideration of the danger of retaliation led inevitably to doubts about the US
 nuclear guarantee for Europe. Already in 1945, the British Chiefs of Staff had
 concluded that the Soviets would not only have nuclear weapons soon, but that
 these would present a threat to the United Kingdom.55 The first Soviet atomic test

 came earlier than expected, but it had been expected. The US Secretary of State,
 Dean Acheson, shortly after the Soviet test formulated the following questions:

 [V.i] To what degree does our accumulation of atomic weapons act as a defensive shield for
 our allies? What can be done to substitute for this shield?

 [V.6] What could be done in the field of conventional armaments either to build up
 adequate European defensive strength or through international control of conventional
 armaments to restore a balance in Europe?

 [VI.2] Is it true that within 5-10 years the U.S.S.R. may be expected to have a stockpile of
 atomic weapons of sufficient size effectively to neutralize the present advantage which we
 possess. . .?

 [VI. 3] If this is so, would we be better off addressing ourselves now to finding substitutes for
 the defensive shield our atomic weapons are now giving our allies?56

 Thus the ink on the North Atlantic Pact's first defensive concept DC 6/1 of 1
 December 1949 could hardly have been dry when Acheson, one of the key decision
 makers in the West, realised that this concept was based on ephemeral characteristics

 52 See below.
 53 Marcel Duval and Yves Le Baut, Varme nucl?aire fran?ais: pourquoi et comment? (Paris: Kronos,

 1992), 37-65. The consequences for French strategy deriving from France's signature of the new
 NATO strategic concept MC 400 of Nov. 1991 are not yet totally clear, and in my view depend very
 much on the personal preferences of the current French president.

 54 Particularly by Bernard Brodie in his prophetic article of Nov. 1945, 'The Atomic Bomb and
 American Security', repr. Bobbit et al., Nuclear Strategy, 64-94, esp. pp. 67-8.

 55 Macmillan, 'Strategy', 41.
 56 FRUS, 1949 (Washington DC: US Government Printing Office, 1976), i. 616-17. Professor

 David Yost brought this document to my attention.
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 of the adversary (namely, that he did not own intercontinental nuclear weapons)
 and thus made sense only temporarily. NATO had just assigned the mission to its
 conventional forces to hold as much of Western European territory as possible in the
 face of an attack from the East, while SAC was charged with breaking the back of
 the Soviet war machine by executing nuclear strikes against the Soviet homeland.
 But soon the USSR would have enough weapons to 'neutralise' the West's nuclear
 potential, as Acheson put it. How, then, could the West defend itself?

 Acheson and his colleagues in the Policy Planning Staff of the State Department
 answered this question with the famous document NSC (National Security
 Council) 68, completed in the following spring and adopted as US government
 policy in the autumn of 1950. NSC 68 initiated a massive force build-up on the part
 of the US and its allies, with regard to both nuclear and conventional weapons. This

 meant: 'A more rapid building up of the political, economic, and military strength
 of the free world . . . with the purpose of reaching, if possible, a tolerable state of

 order among nations without war and of preparing to defend ourselves in the event
 that the free world is attacked.'57

 At the same time NSC 68 advocated Western readiness to negotiate with the
 USSR to decrease tensions. But it seemed important to the planners that the West
 should negotiate from a position of strength:

 To the extent that the United States and the rest of the free world succeed in so building up
 their strength in conventional forces and weapons that a Soviet attack with similar forces
 could be thwarted or held, we will gain increased flexibility and can seek agreements on the
 various issues in any order, as they become negotiable.58

 Thus particular emphasis was put on conventional forces, with the aim of
 achieving greater flexibility of response for the West. It was hoped that with NSC 68

 one could respond to Communist or Communist-inspired aggression on a level
 lower than that of a world war and respond flexibly, indeed symmetrically, on the
 same level on which the attack had occurred: a conventional attack should be fought
 off with conventional forces, a nuclear one with nuclear weapons. It was hoped by
 the authors of NSC 68 that the West would be able to prevail on every level.

 This was exactly the principle on which the United States reacted to the attack
 on South Korea. The attack seemed to confirm the threat analysis on which
 NSC 68 was based and helped turn the draft document into the basis of US national
 security policy. At the same time, with the support of the United Kingdom and of

 the other NATO partners, who (still excluding West Germany at the time) had a
 similar view of NATO's needs, it became the basis of rearmament and of a new

 NATO strategy.
 But while the strategy of NSC 68 with its Massive Conventional Force Build-up

 was more realistic than that of DC 6/1, it proved enormously expensive and thus
 unbearable for Western economies. This explains why in 1952, within weeks of the
 signing of the Lisbon Force Goals, the British Government (and a year later the US

 57 NSC 68, Section IX, Etzold and Gaddis, Containment, 422. 58 Ibid., 425; my italics.
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 Government) returned to the idea of emphasising nuclear weapons and deterrence,
 as we have explained above. Thus the Massive Conventional Build-up of 1950-2
 was replaced in 1952?4 with the cheaper Strategy of'Massive Retaliation'.

 But the logic that had led to the adoption of the Massive Conventional Build-up
 still held, and thus the change-over to 'Massive Retaliation' was criticised at the
 time it first occurred from within the British and the US governments. In London it

 was the Chief of Naval Intelligence, Rear-Admiral Sir Anthony Buzzard, who
 initially opposed the shift in strategic thinking in his government. Already in July

 1953? before 'Massive Retaliation' was accepted in Washington (let alone NATO),
 Buzzard noted down the arguments which would later be used in public by British
 and American strategists to criticise 'Massive Retaliation', and which would ulti
 mately lead to its replacement with a series of new doctrines, which have col
 lectively been described as 'Flexible Response'. Buzzard noted that the threat to
 destroy Soviet cities was simply not credible once nuclear weapons existed on both
 sides, or else it was suicidal, but in either case, deeply immoral.59
 When at the end of 1953 the new Eisenhower Administration took on board the

 British staff chiefs' ideas which Buzzard found so objectionable - nuclear weapons
 instead of soldiers ? this once again led to opposition on the part of high-ranking

 military men: General Matthew Ridgway, Chief of Staff of the US Army, and his
 successor Maxwell Taylor relentlessly protested against the new strategy.60 Once
 they had retired from their government functions, both Buzzard and Taylor went

 public with their criticisms.
 Soon they were joined by many other defence experts both within and outside

 government circles. In Britain they were people such as the physicist Professor
 P. M. S. Blackett and the strategist Captain Basil Liddell Hart; in the US it was a
 group of civilian strategists in the RAND Corporation in Santa Monica, notably
 Charles Hitch, William Kaufmann, Alain Enthoven and Henry Rowen, and several
 members of the old Truman Administration, who had themselves drawn up the
 doctrine of Massive Conventional Build-up (NSC 68), including, of course, Dean
 Acheson and Paul Nitze. The British critics called for a more 'graduated deterrence',

 their American colleagues for a more 'flexible response'. Both essentially shared the

 same criticism: namely that the strategy of all-or-nothing, of'Massive Retaliation',

 was not credible: somehow, other options had to be worked out.
 Thus towards the end of the 1950s many defence experts both within and outside

 the US Administration, and outside the British Government, tended to reject
 'Massive Retaliation' and called for a more differentiated alternative. As we have

 seen, some of these criticisms had already had an effect on NATO strategy in
 1956/7, when MC 14/2 and MC 70 were formulated. They contained provisions for
 a variety of forms of response, and for planning which should be flexible enough to

 59 Ian Clark and Nicholas J. Wheeler, The British Origins of Nuclear Strategy, 1945-1955 (thereafter
 Clark and Wheeler, Strategy) (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), 186-7.

 60 Jane E. Stromseth, The Origins of Flexible Response (thereafter Stromseth, Response) (London:
 Macmillan, 1988), 15-17, 20-1.
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 adopt to the special circumstances of any particular form of attack, as and when it
 materialised.61

 Up to this point there was unanimity among the critics on both sides of the
 Atlantic. But beyond this, strategists tended to interpret the new strategy differen

 tly, depending on their differing geostrategic viewpoints. At the risk of excessively
 sweeping generalisation one could say that the European critics wanted a compro

 mise which, as the derivative of pure nuclear deterrence, put more emphasis on
 nuclear deterrence, and that the American critics developed a derivative of mixed
 conventional and nuclear deterrence, which put the main emphasis on Massive
 Conventional Build-up (preferably on the part of the European NATO members),
 underpinned by the threat of nuclear escalation. Let us turn first to the derivative of

 mixed deterrence, the American version of 'Flexible Response', as there is more
 direct continuity between mixed conventional and nuclear deterrence (with a heavy

 emphasis on conventional) and its derivative than between the pure nuclear deter
 rence theme and its mainly European derivative, as we shall see presently.

 The derivative of mixed conventional and nuclear deterrence: Acheson's,
 Kennedy's and McNamara's ideas of 'Flexible Response9

 John F. Kennedy's election campaign of 1961 was fought in part under the banner of
 a reform of US defence strategy. His choice of collaborators, among them Acheson,

 Nitze and Maxwell Taylor, signalled a conscious return to the tenets of the Truman
 Administration and to Massive Conventional Build-up or NSC 68. At the same
 time, Kennedy and his Secretary of Defence Robert McNamara called various
 critics of 'Massive Retaliation' from the RAND Corporation in Santa Monica to
 the Pentagon, whose arguments prevented the defence policies of the Kennedy

 Administration from becoming a complete re-run of the late Truman policies.
 Nevertheless, through Acheson, Mitze and Taylor, the arguments of NSC 68

 made a clear come-back. Negotiations on mutual arms reductions, identified as an
 aim by Acheson in 1949 and restated in NSC 68, became a declared goal of the
 Kennedy Administration. While it bore no fruits on the conventional side, the
 Limited Test-Ban Treaty (LTBT) of 1963 was in part a result of this thinking,
 following determined arms control negotations in Geneva.62 But the return of
 Acheson meant more than just this: in April 1961 he toured Europe to put to the
 European allies the proposal that they should massively increase their conventional
 force levels. Acheson's d?marche was received with universal hostility in Western
 Europe.

 Thinking on nuclear strategy within the Kennedy Administration centred
 mainly on the person of Robert McNamara, whose evolving views after Kennedy's
 assassination continued to form US defence policies under Kennedy's successor
 Lyndon Johnson. In sum, one could say that McNamara initially was a proponent of

 61 See, for example, the summary of MC 70, Doc. no. 23, NHP Bonn.
 62 On Kennedy's disarmament policy, but also on Acheson's views in 1958-63, see Steinhoff and

 Pommerin, Strategiewechsel, 77-8, 168^72.
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 the concept of nuclear bargaining and wanted to introduce a special form of
 gradation of the graduated or Flexible Response (which might better be termed
 'Flexible Escalation' in this context).

 The big change here from Massive Retaliation and even from MC 14/2 thinking
 (Differentiated Responses) which began to crystallise in 1961/2 on both sides of the

 Atlantic concerned the idea of the timing of a nuclear response in case of major
 attack. How would NATO recognise major aggression? Did it not make more
 sense even in case of major aggression, perhaps not immediately recognised as such,

 to start not by sending strategic bombers to turn Moscow into a radioactive
 wasteland, but to start with conventional defence? And if the conventional defence

 broke down, one could introduce nuclear weapons, after an initial attempt at a
 purely conventional defence. Thus one would start with a conventional, not a
 nuclear, phase, as found in earlier NATO planning.

 In 1962 McNamara and other American strategists differentiated this response on
 the part of NATO even further, thinking in terms of an escalation ladder.63 To
 begin with, the US or NATO could try to beat an aggressor with conventional
 means only. If this proved impossible, America would use nuclear weapons, but
 initially against targets the destruction of which would not drive the enemy to utter

 despair and would at once help increase Western security: the enemy's nuclear
 arsenal. At the same time, one would discourage the enemy from using his own

 weapons against Western cities, by threatening to retaliate in kind. One would thus
 deliberately withold Western strikes against the enemy's cities in the hope that the

 enemy would also withold this most terrible of options, and in the hope that one
 could still negotiate a cease-fire. According to this early part of McNamara's
 thinking, nuclear weapons would be used late, if at all, and then on a selective basis,
 against the enemy's nuclear weapons, in what has become labelled a counter-force

 mode. In the context of the need for precise distinctions between counter-force
 targets and city targets (which were to signal restraint to the enemy), it could be
 extremely dangerous if America's allies Britain and France used their nuclear

 weapons independently, possibly earlier or against different targets, thereby confus

 ing the signals that Washington was wishing to send to Moscow's leadership.
 Logically, McNamara was very unhappy about the British and French independent
 nuclear forces,64 and tried hard, together with Kennedy, to bring both arsenals
 under a NATO purview or possibly even a US veto power.

 Each of McNamara's ideas, taken on its own, was anything but new. Counter
 force targeting had already been identified as desirable by British planners in the first

 post-war years,65 and had been identified as SAC's first priority in MC 70 (the
 military implementation of Differentiated Responses, 195 8) .66 Nuclear bargaining
 and city-withold options had already been developed by Buzzard in 1953, when he

 63 Although he did not use this expression, found mainly in the writing of Herman Kahn.
 64 Stromseth, Response, 42-68.
 65 Macmillan, 'Strategy', passim.
 66 Summary by the BMVg, 20 Mar. 1958, Doc. no. 23, NHP Bonn.
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 was still in British Government service.67 McNamara's RAND advisers, who also

 put forward these ideas, knew Buzzard's ideas on this subject, and, having corres
 ponded with him in the mid-1950s,68 had arrived at similar conclusions. The idea
 that nuclear weapons might be used for war-termination, not for inflicting a
 decisive defeat upon the enemy, can be traced back at least to Acheson's catalogue of
 questions of December 1949.69 But taken jointly, McNamara's ideas represented a
 departure from previous variants of US government thinking.

 Nevertheless, McNamara himself became increasingly aware of a central
 problem of his doctrine: if one wanted to destroy the enemy's nuclear weapons
 before they were launched, one had to be the first to strike. This meant an
 imperative to use one's own nuclear weapons sooner rather than later. On the other
 hand this meant that the enemy, aware of SAC's counter-force mission, would be

 encouraged to launch his missiles and aircraft before they were destroyed. This
 could easily result in a race to be the first to launch, which could easily turn a
 controllable crisis or a limited war into a nuclear catastrophe. In addition, a
 counter-force strategy only had a chance of real success if the number of destroying
 missiles paralleled or outnumbered those they were supposed to destroy. This in
 turn encouraged a pernicious arms-race in which the USSR tried to outnumber the

 missiles threatening its own forces.

 Realising this, McNamara gradually turned away from his earlier thinking and
 increasingly moved towards Acheson's position: strategic nuclear weapons should
 only serve to deter the enemy from using his. The defence of Western Europe
 should be effected with conventional forces only, if this were at all possible. The US
 nuclear arsenal should be designed so that it could survive an enemy first strike.
 Thus a situation would be created in which the US (and hence NATO) would have
 guaranteed second-strike (retaliatory) capability, essentially serving exclusively the
 purpose of deterrence. If the enemy's arsenal had the same attributes, a state of
 balance would be constituted, in which both sides would desist from attacking each
 other's cities as the reprisals were assured: the superpowers had entered a state of
 Mutually Assured Destruction. This, McNamara hoped, would be the best guaran
 tee against the nuclear devastation of its cities that the US could hope for.70

 But de facto this meant that there was little if anything left of a US nuclear
 guarantee for Western Europe. Thus it came about that when President Nixon took

 over after the end of the Democrat Kennedy?Johnson era, very little had actually
 happened in US targeting and force structuring to mend the leaking US nuclear
 umbrella, which since the advent of Sputnik at the latest had been a shield of dubious

 reliability for Western Europe.71

 67 Clark & Wheeler, Strategy, 186-^7; John Baylis, 'Anthony Buzzard', in John Baylis and John
 Garnett, eds, Makers of Nuclear Strategy (London: Pinter, 1991), 136-49.

 68 Cf. ibid., 148-9. 69 FRUS, 1949, i. 616.
 70 For a summary of the later thinking of McNamara, see, for example, Fred Kaplan, The Wizards

 of Armageddon (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1983).
 71 Lynn Davis, 'Limited Nuclear Options', (thereafter Davis, 'Options') Adelphi Paper, no. 121

 (London: IISS, 1975-6), 1-4.
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 One might add for the sake of completeness that Robert McNamara and two
 other prominent security specialists of the Truman and Kennedy Administrations in
 the early 1980s even went so far as to adopt Acheson's idea of 1949,72 namely that
 the US might consider a no-first-use pledge.73 With the end of the Cold War,

 McNamara has now begun to advocate the total abolition of nuclear weapons.74
 To sum up: the American views of'Flexible Response' in the 1960s could best be

 described as a mixture of a return to 'Massive Conventional Build-up' (Acheson),
 'Flexible Escalation', and efforts to limit an East?West war to Europe, if one should

 break out (McNamara).

 Dead Ends: European Alternatives to an American Guarantee

 The Europeans, on the whole, did not find the emerging American strategic
 preference acceptable. Exceptions were those who were prepared to tolerate such a
 strategy in the belief that signalling to the enemy alliance cohesion would lead to
 greater deterrence, and that this made war less likely. The less likely war was, the
 greater the tolerance for an otherwise unacceptable strategy. The majority of
 European leaders and strategists, however, did not think they could live with such a
 raised nuclear threshold and the prospect of a drawn-out conventional war in
 Europe. For a country in the firing line, such as the Federal Republic of Germany ?
 but not only for the FRG ? a 'merely' conventional war was increasingly seen as
 intolerable.75 In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Alliance was in some danger of
 breaking apart over this diversity of interests.

 The first truly deep crisis in Alliance relations arose as early as 1956. Rather than
 backing its allies during the Suez Crisis, Washington pressurised them into giving in
 and did not react to Moscow's discreet nuclear sabre rattling. This strengthened the

 wish in London and Paris to control an independent nuclear arsenal. The FRG
 could not follow this route in view of its commitments not to own or produce
 nuclear, biological or chemical weapons. Italy, too, saw this route barred, mainly
 because the financial investment necessary was seen as too great for Italy to make.

 Unlike his predecessor, SACEUR General Norstad showed much understanding
 for the European viewpoint. Apparently it was he who in 1957 first introduced the

 idea of a NATO medium-range ballistic missile force, controlled jointly by
 NATO's European and American members. Admittedly the US had deployed
 tactical or battlefield nuclear weapons in Europe since 1954, and these missiles were

 made available to non-American units stationed in Germany. But the US retained
 control of the warheads, and at any rate, the range of these systems was too short to

 72 FRUS, 1949, i- 616.
 73 George Kennan, Robert McNamara and Gerard Smith, 'Nuclear Weapons and the Atlantic

 Alliance', Foreign Affairs, Vol. 60, no. 4 (1982).
 74 Cari Kaysen, Robert S. McNamara and George W. Rathjens, 'Nuclear Weapons after the Cold

 War', Foreign Affairs, Vol. 70, no. 4 (1991).
 75 'Sprechzettel fur Herrn Minister zum Besuch Pr?sident KENNEDYS', 21 June 1963: 'limited

 aggression . . . F?r Bundesrepublik ist ein konventioneller Krieg gleich t?dlich wie ein nuclearer [sie]
 Krieg.' Doc. no. 139, NHP Bonn.
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 hold targets in the Soviet Union itself at risk. Towards the end of the 1950s only the

 British among the Europeans could have struck at targets in Poland, let alone the
 Soviet Union, with nuclear weapons. All planning for the use of nuclear weapons
 against such long-distance targets, referred to as 'strategic targets' (accordingly, the
 weapons were referred to as 'strategic weapons'), was otherwise confined to the
 American SAC. SAC was totally independent from any NATO planning.
 SACEUR had no means of influencing SAC's planning. It was thus in the interest
 of both SACEUR and of the non-nuclear European powers that they, too, should
 obtain some influence over nuclear weapons with 'strategic targets'. Alternatively, a

 war might be confined to a 'tactical' (battlefield) nuclear level (if the USA proved
 unwilling to risk the destruction of Chicago for the defence of Lyon). This in turn

 might be a price that the USSR was potentially ready to pay for the conquest of
 Western Europe. The underlying logic was that the Europeans would be readier to
 launch nuclear weapons against the Soviet Union, if they found themselves

 mortally threatened.
 Norstad's planned MRBM-force was thus supposed to come under NATO plan

 ning, even though he was prepared to see Washington retain a veto over their use.76

 This proposal led to several shorter- or longer-lived follow-on projects. On the one
 hand, the US agreed to station missiles in Europe, some of them with a dual key
 release mechanism, requiring the agreement of both the US and the European host
 nation prior to any launch. But some of these missiles, Jupiters and Thors, stationed

 in Italy, Turkey and Britain, were no sooner deployed than they began to be
 regarded as technologically obsolescent, and were soon withdrawn again. A longer
 term deployment was made in the Federal Republic of Germany in the form of
 Pershing Missiles which remained there until the 1980s.

 But this deployment of US missiles also created the wish in some European states

 that they might obtain an MRBM force of their own, independent of a US veto.
 With London and Paris developing their own nuclear capability, it was Bonn and
 Rome which were most interested in such a concept. Nevertheless, even the West
 German Government ultimately was not willing to put all its money on an
 independent European nuclear force. In view of the behaviour of de Gaulle, even in
 the early 1960s, the American nuclear umbrella with all its logical flaws seemed

 more credible than a possible French guarantee. Just as it had been said at an internal

 governmental discussion in the Federal Republic in 1962,77 another internal
 governmental conference between the Ministry of Defence and the Foreign Office
 is the spring of 1964 produced consensus on this point: 'A European atomic force

 without a single political decision-making organ for the European states is unlikely.

 We have reservations with regard to a British-French atomic force in so far as it

 76 Stromseth, Response, 18-19.
 77 F? B III?F? B III 8, 'Ergebnis der Besprechungen in Haus Giersberg, M?nstereifel vom 1./2.

 Juni 1962', NHP Bonn, Doc. no. 97/1, 15 June 1962; F? B III 1 LO, 'Verteidigungspolitische
 Grundsatzfragen: hier: Deutsche Stellungnahme zur franz?sischen "force de frappe"', Doc. no. 97/14,
 23 Aug. 1962; 'MLF/ANF und die nukleare Frage: der deutsche Standpunkt', Doc. no. 154/38, F? B
 III 3, 17 May 1965, NHP Bonn.
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 could lead to a disintegration of the Alliance in its link between the USA and
 Europe.'78

 France toyed with the idea of such a European nuclear force as long as this created
 a possibility for bringing in foreign money for the French nuclear weapons
 programme.79 But once that programme was underway, the French Government
 under President de Gaulle turned into an avowed opponent of any international
 cooperation.80 Nor was Britain any more eager to share its painstakingly developed
 nuclear weapons (or the technical aid it later received from the US) with its
 neighbours,81 even though Kennedy managed to extort some vague concession
 from Prime Minister Harold Macmillan with regard to a British commitment to a
 multinational nuclear force.82

 The original plan for a land-based MRBM-force was superseded by plans for a
 sea-based force; originally it was proposed to deploy missiles on surface vessels,

 while later Polaris submarines seemed more sensible (as they were more likely to
 escape the enemy's attempt to destroy them in a pre-emptive strike). All these
 projects, known variously as Multilateral Force (MLF), Multinational Force, Inter
 allied Nuclear Force (INF,83 or later IANF), and Atlantic Nuclear Force (ANF),
 ultimately did not lead anywhere as only the Federal Republic showed consistent
 interest in such schemes. Bequeathed to him by Norstad and the Eisenhower
 Administration, the subject was taken up by Kennedy. But the logic of such an
 independent or semi-independent force was diametrically opposed to the McNa

 mara logic prevailing in the Pentagon at the time, which favoured central control of
 all nuclear weapons.

 Apart from trying to keep the Germans happy, the main reason why Wash
 ington did not abandon the project of a multilateral nuclear force earlier may have
 been the hope that the independent French and British nuclear arsenals could
 somehow be integrated with it, falling under a US veto again. If this was the aim, it

 failed miserably. The Alliance crisis did not end with a happy r?int?gration of all
 forces, but with the total independence of France and her withdrawal from the
 integrated military structure in 1966.

 But this meant that the other NATO countries could get on with the re
 definition of NATO nuclear strategy which Britain had been aiming to bring about
 since the end of i960. This British proposal was the 'software solution', standing in
 contrast to the 'hardware solution' of any multilateral nuclear force. It was this

 78 'Kurzbericht ?ber das Kolloquium des Bundesverteidigungsministeriums und des Ausw?rtigen
 Amtes in der 'Netten M?hle' am 27. und 28.4.1964', Doc. no. 148, 30 May 1964, NHP Bonn.

 79 See the articles by Colette Barbier, Leopoldo Nuti, Echart Conze and Maurice Va?sse in Revue
 d'Histoire Diplomatique, Vol. 104, nos 1-2 (1990).

 80 Cf. Wolf Mendl, Deterrence and Persuasion: French Nuclear Armaments and the Context of National
 Policy, iq43-iq6q (New York: Praeger, 1970).

 81 See, for example, D(6i)ist Meeting, Item 3: 'NATO Strategy and Nuclear Weapons', 18 Jan.
 1961, CAB 131/25, Public Records Office, Kew (thereafter PRO).

 82 Cf. the Nassau Protocol, 21 Dec. 1962, Survival, Vol. 5, no. 2 (1963), 46-7.
 83 Not to be confused with Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces, for which this acronym was used

 in the 1980s.
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 British alternative solution to the problem of the credibility of NATO's nuclear
 deterrence threat which was the second, the European version of 'Flexible
 Response'. It was largely this European version which was accepted in 1969 with the
 'PPGs'.84

 The Derivative of Pure Deterrence: British?European First-use Thinking
 as 'Flexible Response9

 It was the British who in 1952, in 1957/8 and again in 1961 tried to reform the
 Atlantic Alliance through joint discussions on strategy. H.M. Government showed
 pointedly little enthusiasm for the concept of a Multinational Sea-based Nuclear
 Force, put forward in its last month by the outgoing Eisenhower Administration in

 the North Atlantic Council. Whitehall deliberately set out to find an alternative
 solution to NATO's nuclear malaise. A committee was set up with representatives
 of the service ministries under a senior civil servant by the name of William

 Mottershead (under whose name this working group became known) and given the
 task of devising a list of questions and answers, which would approach the strategic
 issue not on the level of force structures but of strategic theory. Instead of the
 proposal for a new NATO nuclear force, the British suggested that NATO
 principles for the use of nuclear weapons should be formulated jointly. It seemed
 important for the 'Mottershead Working Party' to reconsider the basic reasoning
 for any use of nuclear weapons by NATO, particularly for any first use.85 The list of

 questions was presented to NATO at the beginning of 1961,86 and subsequently the
 Mottershead Working Party drew up a set of answers, which were probably
 presented to the North Atlantic Council in early May 1961.

 The list of answers deserves to be considered in detail, as we find here, with the

 exception of small nuances, the principles for the first use of nuclear weapons by
 NATO which eight years later would become NATO guidelines in the context of
 MC 14/3, or NATO's compromise version of 'Flexible Response'. Thus we find
 the following passage in the Mottershead Report:

 If any Soviet aggression occurred, the NATO political aim would be to induce the Soviet
 Government to withdraw its forces from NATO territory with the minimum of damage to
 NATO lives and property. The immediate military task in support of this aim would be to
 seek to halt the aggression. The decision to release nuclear weapons would be a political
 one.87

 84 Provisional Political Guidelines for the Initial Defensive Tactical Use of Nuclear Weapons by
 NATO, see above.

 85 D(6i)2, 13 Jan. 1961, Annex A: 'N.A.T.O. Strategy and Nuclear Weapons', CAB 131/25,
 PRO.

 86 Italy, Diario Storico dello Stato Maggiore Difesa, promemoria in data 25.2.1961, 1 Reparto - 1
 sezione: 'Relazione sull'attivit? svolta dalla 1 sezione durante il mese di marzo 1961 ? I - Politia militare

 NATO'; John F. Kennedy Presidential Library, National Security Files, Countries: Italy, box 121,
 folder Italy; Subjects Fanfani visit 6/12/61?6/13/61 (A). I am grateful to Professor Leopoldo Nuti for
 making transcripts of these documents available to me.

 87 Annex 'A' to D(6i)23, 1 May 1961, answer to question 17(a), CAB 131/25, PRO.
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 Nevertheless nuclear weapons should be used against military targets, in order 'to

 halt the attack long enough to allow time for a decision to be made whether to
 resort at once to strategic nuclear retaliation, [or] to seek negotiations'.88

 This has to be understood against the background of the assumption that the
 Soviets themselves were most unlikely to start a world war deliberately. Instead, it

 was thought that a Soviet attack would only have limited war aims and would be
 driven by the mistaken belief that the Western Powers would not have the resolve
 to defend themselves.89 Therefore the assumption on which the Mottershead

 Report and subsequent NATO thinking was based was that the Soviets themselves
 would share with NATO the wish to avoid a world war and, indeed, any sort of
 nuclear escalation. It would therefore be most reasonable for NATO to use nuclear

 weapons in a way that would demonstrate resolve to the USSR, and prove that
 Moscow's leaders had miscalculated. Nevertheless, NATO should seek to avoid
 forms of nuclear use which would be very likely to lead to escalation, such as the
 targeting of Soviet territory, or even of Soviet cities. De facto, the Mottershead

 Report urged discrimination in the first use of nuclear weapons. It recommended
 that the weapons to be used in such a first use should be clearly distinguishable from

 'strategic' systems and should be those nuclear weapons that were integrated into
 NATO's military command structure in Europe, i.e. the battlefield or tactical
 nuclear weapons or SNF. Criteria of use should be:

 (i) the operational needs to enable conventional Soviet aggression to be effectively countered
 or held until either negotiations can be opened or the decision taken to resort to all-out
 war;
 (ii) the maximum psychological effects arising from the use of nuclear weapons that would
 be politically acceptable in any one area;
 (iii) the need to minimise the risk of escalation.

 The problem is to present to the Soviets the picture that any aggression by them carries a
 grave risk of escalation and, at the same time, to reassure NATO that our deployment and
 control are such as to permit the discriminate use of nuclear weapons with the object of
 reducing the chances of escalation.90

 This passage summarised one of the paradoxes of the purpose of nuclear use: it
 should threaten and yet not necessarily lead to escalation.91 It should frighten the
 enemy, but it must not frighten one's own allies.

 The Report also discussed the issue whether first use should take the form of a
 'shot across the bow', a no-target explosion without any ensuing destruction. This

 was an option which was apparently considered very seriously by the West German
 military mission to NATO in September-October 1961, the months after the
 building of the Berlin Wall.92 But the Mottershead Report had already dismissed

 88 Ibid., answer to question 17(f). 89 Ibid., answer to question 17(b).
 90 Ibid., answer to question 17(c).
 91 A departure from earlier thinking, see Baylis, Ambiguity.
 92 'Gedacht war an die Detonation eines Sprengkopfes in 10 000 Metern H?he oder eines air burst,

 einer Bombe geringen nuklearen Sprengwerts, ?ber der Ostsee.' Steinhoff and Pommerin, Strate
 giewechsel, 87, no footnote reference, therefore probably eye-witness account of General Steinhoff.
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 this explicitly in May 1961: 'To use nuclear weapons in this way might be regarded
 by Russia as evidence of weakness rather than resolution. . . . If the political decision
 is made to release nuclear weapons at all therefore, they should be used with the aim
 of halting the aggression.'93

 The chief innovation of this concept lay in its quest for a way in which nuclear
 weapons could be used to terminate a war that had already broken out. There were
 precedents for the idea, as we have seen, in Acheson's thinking of 1949, but also in
 SACEUR General Norstad's concept of a 'pause' between the conventional and the
 strategic nuclear phases of a war. MC 70 already spoke in general terms of the
 necessary 'ability to mop up quickly so-called "local hostile actions'1 and to restore the

 status quo before reaching a level of major war - with or without nuclear weapons,
 depending on circumstances'.94

 Nevertheless the Mottershead Report, was the result of the first attempt to think

 through logically the reasons for and the resultant technical implications of a first
 use of nuclear weapons by NATO. Until this document, and in many minds for
 many years afterwards, 'tactical nuclear weapons' were seen as balancing the
 enemy's conventional superiority or as instruments of pure deterrence.95

 After parts of the Report had been presented to the NAC, the British Chiefs of

 Staff were under the impression that it had "been received favourably".96 Robert
 McNamara, however, not surprisingly was not enthusiastic about the new British
 concept. In his famous speech at the Athens NAC meeting in the following year,

 May 1962, he conceded that such war-termination use of nuclear weapons might be
 a 'next-to-last option we cannot dismiss', but he thought 'prospects for success are
 not high', while the danger of escalation was.97 Nevertheless, by then, SACEUR
 General Norstad had incorporated provisions for "selective use" into his revised
 Emergency Defence Plan (EDP). 'In the revised plan he has introduced a new
 S-Hour by procedure', read a British summary, 'to provide for the selective use
 "singly or in limited numbers for specific purposes and in specific areas".'98 This
 sounds more like nuclear use for political purposes than like large-scale nuclear fire
 against enemy military forces.

 The logic of the Mottershead Report reappears with minimal alterations in the^
 results of the Healey-Schr?der working group, which the two defence ministers
 (after whom this group was called) presented to the Nuclear Planning Group of

 NATO eight years later in May 1969, and which after further revisions became the
 'Provisional Political Guidelines for the Initial Defensive Tactical Use of Nuclear

 Weapons by NATO'. At German insistence the 'PPGs' differed from the Mot
 tershead Report of 1961 in one point, namely with regard to the 'no-target' use of
 nuclear weapons, which was retained as an option.99

 93 Annex 'A' to D(6i)23, i May 1961, answer to question 17(d), CAB 131/25, PRO.
 94 Doc. 23 of 20 Mar. 1958, NHP Bonn.
 95 Doc. 105, 'Kurzfassung des Stikker-Memorandum vom 4.9.1962', NHP Bonn.
 96 Annex to JP(6i)68 Final of 7 July 1961, DEFE 4/137, PRO.
 97 Bobbitt et al, Nuclear Strategy, 214 f.
 98 'Briefs for Anglo-French Staff Talks', 17 Apr. 1962, COS(?2)24?, 5 in DEFE 5/127, PRO.
 99 Legge, 'Weapons', 18-21.
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 An article published around the time of the adoption of the PPGs by NATO
 reflects this political bias of nuclear use emphasised since the Mottershead Report, in
 its description of the second phase of an East-West War, the tactical nuclear
 battle:

 its shape and development depends on reconnaissance. It depends upon mines of all kinds. It
 depends on the canalization of the approaching enemy and then using the tactical nuclear
 strike. And . . . the object is not to destroy the oncoming hordes ? however massive they

 may be - it is to retain control and to give time for sanity and options.

 If this failed, 'the final stage is nuclear Armageddon; and if that happens, then the
 object of N.A.T.O. is lost'.100 But the implication that the object of NATO was
 only lost if tactical nuclear use failed to bring the enemy to his senses and to choose

 * sanity' shows that from this perspective, much could still be saved even in a tactical

 nuclear battle, if the use made of nuclear weapons was guided by political, not
 military considerations.

 The PPGs remained non-binding until they were finally replaced in 1986 by the
 'General Political Guidelines for the Employment of Nuclear Weapons in the

 Defence of NATO' (GPGs). The latter came closer to the Mottershead Report
 again in that they rejected the 'no-target' option. They differ from the Mottershead

 Report in one important point: the GPGs include Soviet military targets on
 Warsaw Pact and also on Soviet territory for first nuclear use by NATO, but
 according to the GPGs targets on NATO territory would be avoided.101 The latter

 was partly due to massive German pressure in this direction, and partly to moral
 considerations as put forward primarily by a leading British strategist.102

 The Compromise

 The derivative of pure nuclear deterrence and the derivative of mixed conventional

 and nuclear deterrence could be brought together within NATO. Yet the compro
 mise which we find in the PPGs and the GPGs was clearly closer to European views
 of'Flexible Response' as put forward by the British in 1961 than to Acheson's and

 McNamara's thinking on the subject. Moreover, the Europeans could indeed ensure
 that NATO would honour the principles of the PPGs and the GPGs on the night: if

 US commanders and decision-makers baulked at targeting Soviet territory in a first

 strike, or if they tried to delay first use longer than their European allies thought
 bearable, the British component of NATO's deterrent could ensure that the
 European wishes would be acted upon. Thus in a standard scenario for a NATO
 staff exercise, the WINTEX exercise of March 1989, the task of executing a single
 strike against Soviet territory was assigned to a British Tornado.103

 100 C. E. Morris, 'The future of the North Atlantic Alliance', Army Quarterly, Vol. 99, no. 1
 (1969), 11.

 101 Summary in Mey, NATO Strategie, 71, emphasis in the original.
 102 Sir Michael Quinlan, 'Nuclear Weapons - the Basic Issues', lecture, Nov. 1982, Ampleforth

 Journal, Vol. 91, pt 2 (1986), 66.
 103 Daalder, Flexible Response, 92.
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 Conclusion

 What has been shown here is that until the adoption of the GPGs in 1986, the year
 before the INF Agreement - which in turn heralded the end of the Cold War - the
 British-European version of deterrence - the derivative of pure nuclear deterrence -
 with a greater emphasis on nuclear weapons than on conventional forces prevailed
 in NATO thinking. The emphasis of this concept was on the threat of escalation
 through a selective, discriminating and relatively early use of nuclear weapons
 launched from European soil, while American preferences would have been to limit

 any war in Europe and, where possible, to avoid any nuclear use (the derivative of
 mixed conventional and nuclear deterrence).

 Having said that, it must be added that these models represent broad generali
 sations, and that there were important elements in the successive US governments,

 particularly between 1974 and 1979 under the US Secretary of Defence Schlesinger
 and under President Jimmy Carter, who agreed with the European logic of the
 derivative of pure nuclear deterrence.104 There was thus at certain times much more

 convergence of American and European interests, in favour of the European
 position, than has been implied above.105

 Also, there existed in the US at times another 'school' of thinking, which would
 have found a 'theater nuclear war' confined to Europe acceptable, and which
 believed that on this level, the West could actually 'win' a nuclear war. This is often

 referred to as the 'nuclear war fighting school'.106 That variation on the nuclear
 theme produced by these strategists contributed greatly, as we now know, to Soviet
 paranoia about Western intentions, and seems to have had little but counter
 productive consequences. The element of strategists' readiness to engage in nuclear
 war and the policies associated with this 'school' (a heterogeneous group if ever
 there was one) have been exaggerated, on the whole. Even so, one cannot deny that
 it was of some importance, as some of these views made their way into the
 governmental directives of NATO's largest nuclear power.107 They did not,
 however, make their way into NATO strategy. European preferences encouraged
 strong resistance against such a development, and European preferences prevailed.

 Yet with the end of the Cold War, real arms reductions became possible, not
 only in the realm of nuclear weapons with the INF and the START treaties, but
 also, and perhaps most importantly, with the CFE Treaty (and its successor treaties)

 104 Helga Haftendorn, 'Das Doppelte Mi?verst?ndnis: zur Vorgeschichte des NATO Doppelbe
 schlusses von 1979', Vierteljahreshefte f?r Zeitgeschichte, Vol. 33, no. 2 (1985), 249-79; Daalder, Flexible

 Response, 128-47, 171-223; see also Davis, 'Options'; James A. Thompson, 'The LRTNF Decision:
 Evolution of US Theatre Nuclear Policy, 1975-9', International Affairs, Vol. 60, no. 4 (1984).

 105 It is of interest in this context that Lynn Davis, who together with James Thompson advocated
 the acquisition of the INF in the Pentagon under President Carter, has become Assistant Secretary of
 State for National Security Affairs in the State Department under President Clinton.

 106 For a comprehensive discussion of the different lines of thought in the US, see Robert
 A. Levine, 'The Strategic Nuclear Debate', RAND Paper R-3565-FF/CC/RC (1987).

 107 Bobbit et al, Nuclear Strategy, 338-46, 415-25; Address by US Secretary of Defense Harold
 Brown, 20 Aug. 1980, Survival, Vol. 22, no. 5 (1980), 267-9; Jeffrey Richelson, 'PD-59, NSDD-13 and
 the Reagan Strategic Modernization Program', JSS, Vol. 6, no. 2 (1983), 125-45.
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 and the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact. Thus the preferred American solution, the
 shift away from nuclear weapons and towards conventional responses under a
 general conflict-dampening scheme of bilateral arms reductions, came to the fore
 again and became acceptable also to America's European allies. Against the back
 ground of the CFE Treaty and the disappearance of East?West political tensions, the

 danger of a massive conventional attack on Western Europe has disappeared (at least
 for the time being) and the danger of a limited conventional war - which would be
 total for Europe - has faded. Thus NATO's new strategic concept of 1991, MC 400,
 could raise the nuclear threshold, as US strategists had hoped to do since the
 1950s.108 The defence of NATO territory in case of an attack would in future be
 conducted primarily on a conventional level, unless the enemy were a nuclear
 power using nuclear weapons first or a power with such enormously large conven
 tional forces that NATO would be unable to resist him ? and that could only be a

 Russia that had relapsed into some form of totalitarianism and expansionism, able
 against all present projections to mobilise all Russian manpower as effectively as the
 Soviet Union was able to do under Stalin.

 The themes in NATO's nuclear strategy all referred exclusively to this one
 enemy. As long as there is no conventionally vastly superior enemy on the same
 continent, an enemy driven by the desire to expand and to dominate all of Europe,

 inspired by an ideological mission (or by fierce nationalism), much of the earlier
 thinking in NATO on nuclear strategy is obsolete and inapplicable. If one should
 re-emerge, some of the former concepts might resume great relevance. But simul
 taneously, the threat of increased nuclear proliferation raises new considerations

 with regard to the political and military roles of the Western arsenals. It may impose
 new determinants for force-structures and conventional-nuclear relationships. In
 the light of these changes, it will be necessary to rethink our ideas on nuclear
 strategy, beginning with the very basis on which they were constructed.

 108 'Xhe circumstances in which any use of nuclear weapons might have to be contemplated by
 [NATO] are even more remote.' 'The Alliance's New Strategic Concept', NATO Press Service, Press
 Communiqu? S-i(91)85, 7 Nov. 1991, ?57.
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